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Sl. IiiTRODUCTION 
THE OBJECT of this paper is to describe certain methods which may be applied to the study 
of arbitrary topological torus actions, and to apply these methods to actions on a product 
of two odd spheres. We are motivated by certain recent papers of Wu-Yi Hsiang ([4], [5] and 
others), which study actions of a compact connected Lie group on Euclidean spaces, 
spheres, and complex projective spaces by restrictin, 0 an action to a maximal torus of the 
group and applying certain known results concernin g torus actions on these spaces. It is 
hoped that the methods and results of this paper may be useful in obtaining results about 
actions of compact connected Lie groups on other spaces. 
The most important of the known results used by Hsiang is the following theorem of 
Bore1 ([I], p. 175). (See Section two for notation.) 
THEOREM. Ifa forus Tats on X- s”, then n - dim F(T) = C,[dim F(H) - dim F(T)] 
where H runs through the corank one subtori of T. 
This paper will give certain generalizations of Borel’s theorem. Let us make the follow- 
ing definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For X a topological space, let c(X) be the smallest integer such that any 
torus acting on A’ has some subtorus of corank c(X) or less that hasfixed points. 
Borel’s theorem shows that if X - S”, then c(X) I 1, and further that there is a formula 
relating the fixed point sets of the various subtori of Tof corank zero or one. These are the 
kinds of results which we will generalize. Our methods will enable us to find c(X) and a 
formula involving the fixed point sets of the various subtori of T of corank 0, 1, . . . , c(X) 
for spaces X whose rational cohomology rings are sufficiently simple. To state our major 
result, we will need the following notation: for X - S* x S4 with p and q odd, let e(X) = 
(p + I)(q + 1)/4. Let e(a) = 0. It is easy to show that if a torus Tacts on X - Sp x S4 with 
p and q odd, then either the fixed point set F(T) is empty, or else F(T) N Sk x S’ with k and f 
odd. (We must have x(F(T)) = x(X) = 0, dim H*(F(T)) = dim H*(X) = 4, and, by [2], 
Theorem 6.1, the cohomology of any component of F(T) must satisfy Poincart duality and 
have its highest dimensional elements in an even dimension.) 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that a torus T acts topologically on X N S* x S4, p and q odd. 
Suppose that F(T) = 0. Then 
e(X) - eF(T) - Z,[eF(H) - eF(T)] = Z,{eF(K) - eF(T) - Zu2,[eF<H) - eF(T)]} 
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where H runs through the subtori of corank one and K runs through the subtori of corank two 
in T. 
CONJECTURE 1.3. The theorem aboce holds without the hypothesis that F(T) = 0. 
Note that the terms eF(T) are all zero in 1.2. They are included only to make the state- 
ment of 1.3 easy. 
We can use theorem 1.2 to prove some simple facts about torus actions on a product of 
two odd spheres. Suppose we have an action of a torus Ton a space X. We will say that a 
subtorus H of Tis distinguished if F(H) 2 F(L) for any subtorus L of Tsuch that H s L. (In 
particular, if H # T then F(H) # 0.) In the course of proving 1.2, we will see that only 
distinguished H’s and K’s will appear nontrivially in the summations in 1.2 or 1.3. 
PROPOSITION I .4. If a torus Tacts topologicalfy on Xorientable with X - Sp x Sq with p 
and q odd, then the identity component of the ineffectice kernal is equal to the identity com- 
ponent of the intersection of all the distinguished subtori of corank one and two. Further, the 
identity component of any isotropy subgroup is equal to the identity component of some inter- 
section of distingtlished subtori of corank one and two. 
In Section two below, we develope a method for finding c(X) and the parallels of 
Borel’s theorem. In Section three, we prove 1.2 and 1.4. In Section four we briefly describe 
the reduction of I .3 to an algebraic problem. 
One should note that although the present paper is entirely limited to the study of 
torus actions, the methods will be useful for the study of actions of groups of the type (Z,)‘. 
This paper is an extension of the author’s thesis, done at the University of Chicago. The 
author wishes to thank his advisor, Dr. Wu-Yi Hsiang, for his many helpful suggestions. 
The author also wishes to thank the National Science Foundation for supporting him during 
most of his graduate studies. 
$2. GENERAL RESULTS 
Transformation groups will be studied here in the “ Bore1 setting”; that is, the chief 
tool will be the diagram X’& X,-> B, and its cohomology. Here, G acts on X, X’ is the 
orbit space X/G, B, = B(G) the universal classifying space of G, and X, is the balanced 
product X x c Eo, where Eo is the universal total space of G. In this paper G will always be a 
torus T. Cohomology will always be Alexander-Spanier cohomology with compact supports 
and coefficients in the rationals Q. (The compact supports and rational coefficients will not 
usually be indicated.) For details, see [I]. 
Let us recall the following standard definitions. For x E X, the isotropy subgroup of x 
is T, = {t E TI tx = x). Ho is the identity component of a subgroup H of T, and F(H, X) = 
(xEXIhx=x for all /I~H), usually written just F(H). For A an invariant subspace of 
X, A’ is the corresponding subspace of the orbit space X’ = X/T. 
Let XE 4 mean that X is a compact Z-cohomology manifold with H*(X; Q) finite 
dimensional. By Theorem 1.1, p. 85 of [I], this guarantees that any torus action on X will 
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have a finite number of distinct isotropy subgroups. Let X Y Y mean XE JZ and the rational 
cohomology rings of X and Y are the same. (The conditions on X are used only to ensure 
the existence of the Fary spectral sequence in Lemma 2.3, and any other conditions which 
do this would be sufficient.) 
For a graded Q-module A = {Ai), the Poincarl polynomial of A is defined to be 
P(A) = Cit’ dimo(Ai). For a topological space X, we set P(X) = P(H*(X)). In particular, 
B(X)(t = 1) = dimoH*( The symbol lim will denote the limit of an expression as t -+ 1, 
with 0 < t < 1. For power seriesfand g, f 5 g means that each coefficient offis less than or 
equal to the corresponding coefficient of g. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let cp denote an action of a torus T of rank r on a space X. For k any 
integer, define 
f(cp, k) = lim P(X,)(l -t’)‘-’ 
if the limit exists. For a power series f (t ) in t, the order of the pole off(t) is defined to be the 
smallest integer n such that lim f (t)( 1 - t2)” exists. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any action cp of T’ on XE _& and S = {x E Xlcorank (T,‘) < k}, 
P((X - S),) has the form p(t)(i - t2)-‘, where p(t) is a jinite polynomial with integer 
coefficients. 
Proof. Since H*(X) is finite dimensional, the fixed point set of any torus acting on X has 
finite dimensional cohomology, so we can show, using Mayer-Vietoris sequences,that H*(S) 
is finite dimensional, so H*(X - S) is finite dimensional. 
Now consider the Leray spectral sequence of (X - S), + B, . Each stage E, is a graded 
module over the graded ring H*(B,) in the usual way. The fact that H*(X - S) is finite 
dimensional means that E, is finitely generated over ff*(B,). Since H*(B,) is Noetherian and 
E, = E, for r large enough, E, is also finitely generated over H*(B,). (Everything taken in 
the graded sense, of course.) 
Then by the Hilbert theorem on syzygies ([6], p. 217), E, has a finite free resolution by 
finitely generated free H*(B,)-modules. Then P((X - S),) = P(E,) is the alternating sum 
of the Poincare series of the modules in the resolution, which finishes the proof. 
Note that this implies that if P((X - S),)(l - t2)r-k is bounded for 0 5 t < 1, then 
f(cp I X - S, k) exists. This fact is used in the next Iemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let cp denote an action of T’ on X E 4! and S = {x E X lcorank (T,‘) < k}. 
Then P((X - S),) haspole of order I r - k,f(cp ) X - S, k) exists andf(cp 1 X - S, k - 1) = 0. 
Proof. Let Y = X - S. We look at the Fary spectral sequence of Yr -+ Y’. To describe 
this, let U,, . . . , Us be the identity components of all the isotropy subgroups occuring in the 
action of Ton Y, ordered so that if rank (Vi) > rank ( Uj), then i < j. We have a filtration 
of Y 
0 = Y, c_ YI E . -. c Y, = Y 
where Yi - Yi_1 = {y E Y I (T,)’ = Vi}, and a corresponding filtration of Y’ 
@= Y,‘G yl’c . ..E Y’= Y’ 
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This gives rise to the Far-y spectral sequence (E,). We have 
Ed’ = CjHP( Y’j - Y’j_1; H’(B(Uj))) 
and (E,) * H*( Y,). It follows that 0 5 P( Y,) = P(E,) 5 P(E,) = C,P( Y’j - Y’j_ 1) 
(1 - r2)-(‘-4), where kj is the corank of Vi, which is >k. Then 0 < P( Yr)(l - I’)‘-~ < 
C,P( Y; - Yi_,)(l - t2)kJ-k as functions of t for t E [0, 1). Thusf(cp 1 Y, k) must exist, and 
in fact 
0 <f(q 1 x- s, k) 5 zkj=,P( Y; - Y’j_l)(t = 1). 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that cp is an action of a torus Ton XE A. Let 
S = {x E X lcorank (If”) < k}. 
Let VI, . . . . U, be the identity components of isotropy subgroups of corank k. Then 
f(cpIX--,k)=C1=,f(cpIF(Ui)-S,k). 
Proof. Let G = {x E X lcorank (T,‘) I k}. We have the exact sequence 
H”((X - S),)s H”((G - S),)& H”+‘((X - G)r$ H”+l((X - S),) 
which gives 
P((G - S),) - P((X - S),) = P(coker i*) - P(ker i*). 
We have induced maps S and j* 
6: coker (i*) -+ H*((X - G),) a monomorphism 
j*: H*((X - G),) + ker (i*) an epimorphism. 
Therefore tP(coker i*) and P(ker i*) are both I;P((X - G)T). But by 2.3, f(cp I X - G, k) is 
zero. Therefore 
lim P(coker i*)(l - z*)‘-~ = lim P(ker i*)(l - t 2)r-k - 0. 
Thereforef(cp 1 X - S, k) = f (cp 1 G - S, k). But G - S is the disjoint union of the F( Ui) - S, 
so the conclusion follows. 
We can interpret this theorem as saying more or less that the order of the pole ofI’ 
and the coefficient of that pole are due entirely to the most singular points in X; that is, the 
points whose isotropy subgroups have maximum rank. 
Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.3 enable us to find analogues of Borel’s formula and to 
estimate c(X), respectively. We use the Leray spectral sequence of n: A’, --f B, and simple 
algebraic arguments to calculate f (cp, k). 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that X E A!. Suppose that there is an integer k, such that 
P(X,) has pole of order greater than or equal to r - k, for any action of a torus T of rank r. 
Then c(X) I k, . 
To apply this, consider the spectral sequence {E,} of 71: A’, --+ B, . We have P(X,) = 
P(E,), while P(E,) = P(X)(l - t 2)-r. Therefore to show that c(X) I k. , we need only show 
that in the process of going from E2 to E, we loose kO or less from the order of the pole. 
This is done by brute force spectral sequence arguments. Our results here are contained in 
the following propositions. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. If X - T”, then c(X) I k. If X = TL. then c(X) = k. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. tf X - S p x S q with p and q 2 1, then c(X) I the number of p and q 
which are odd. If X = Sp x Sq, then we hate the corresponding equality for c(X). 
Proof of 2.6. We choose bases so that in the Leray spectral sequence 
El = A(zz(, . . . , rlk) 0 Q[xr, . . . . s,l 
and d2 is given by 
‘12 : Zli + xi i= I 7 **-, s 
dz: ZI~-+O i-s+ l,...,k. 
Then 
E, zz E, 2 A(u,+,, . , zce) @ Q[x,+,, . , s,], 
so P(X,) = P(E,) = (1 + t)L-“(1 - t2)-(r--J), which has pole of order r - s. But s < k, so 
r - s 2 r - k. Therefore c(X) _< k. 
Proposition 2.7 follows by easy spectral sequence arguments, using the following lemma 
which may be proved by induction on k. The proofs are left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.8. If R is the graded ring Q[x,, , .f] with generators xi of degree two and 
if‘s,, . ., ak are any homogeneozrs elenzents of nonzero degree in R, then P(R/(a,, . . . , ak)) 2 
p(t)(l - t2)-(‘-k) as functions oft for t E [0, l), where p(t) is afinite nonzero polynomial with 
nonnegative coefficients. 
One might conjecture that if H*(X) is an exterior algebra on odd dimensional genera- 
tors then c(X) is less than or equal to the number of generators. This is disappointingly 
difficult to prove. Even if one assumes that the degrees of the generators are such that 
H*(X) is transgressively generated, one cannot in general get the necessary estimate of 
P(E,) by simple brute force methods. 
If we apply Theorem 2.4 with k = 0 to an arbitrary torus action on XE J we get the 
well known result dim H*(X) 2 dim H*(F). Ifwe apply Theorem 2.4with k = 1 to an action 
on X- S”, we get Borel’s theorem: let F = F(T) - S”, and F(U,) - S”‘. Then we can calcu- 
late from the Leray spectral sequence that f(cp 1 X - F, 1) = (n - s)/2, andf(cp ( F(U,) - F, 1) 
= (ni - s)/2. (The method is the same used in the next section to prove Theorem 1.3, 
althoughthecase here is muchsimpler.) Substitutioninto Theorem 2.4givesn - s = C(n, - s), 
which is Borel’s theorem. 
It seems that this is the general procedure for applying Theorem 2.4. That is, suppose 
one has an action cp of a torus Ton a space X of a certain cohomology type. Let S = 
{x E X I corank (T,) < c(X)}. Then one has 
(2.9) f(p I X - S, C(X)) = C_f(q I flui) - ST 4X)) 
where the Uj are the identity components of isotropy subgroups of corank c(X). Finally one 
tries to express both sides of equation (2.9) in terms of the properties of X and of the fixed 
point sets of the subtori of coranks 0, . . . , c(X) of T. This is what will be done in the next 
section for X - Sp x Sq with p and q odd. 
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The results will not always be as good as they are for X - SP or X - Sp x Sq with p 
and q odd. For example, suppose A’- Sp x Sq with p odd and q even. Then c(X) I I. 
Suppose Tacts on X with F(T) = 0. If q > p, our methods show only thatf(cp, 1) is either 
p + 1 or q + 1, depending on cp, and so there is a corresponding indefiniteness in the conclu- 
sion drawn from (2.9). 
$3. PROOFS OF 1.2 AND 1.4 
The following lemma is the essential part of the proof of 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.t. Suppose cp is an action of a torus T on X ‘V SF x Sq with p and q odd and 
F(T)= 0. Let u,, . ..( U,, be the corank one subtori of T that hacefixed points. We hate 
F(Ui) - S” x Sq’ with pi and qi odd. Let S = uy= I F(UJ. Then 
f(9 1 X - S, 2) = e(X) - Zy= I eF(U,) + Ci+jrirj 
where ri = (pi + 1)/2, i = 1, . . , II. 
Note. We have specified neither that pi 2 qi nor that pi I qi. Therefore knowledge of 
F(Ui) does not suffice to determine ri. For example, if we know F(U,) - S3 x S’, we still 
cannot tell whether r, = (3 + I)/2 or (5 -+ 1)/2. 
The following lemma will be useful. The proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 3.2. For a, b, E R = Q[x,, . . . , x,1, let (a: b) = {r E R 1 br E (a)}. Then for g a 
linear combination of x1, . . . , x, and x homogeneous in R, 
(gS : x) = (SC-‘) 
where t is found as follows: express x in terms of any set of generators of R which includes g. 
Then t is the lowest power to which g occurs in any term of x. 
Proof of3.1. We will divide the proof into two cases: first the case S = 0 and second 
the more complicated case S # 0. The core of the method is the fact that knowledge of the 
order of the pole of E, gives one a surprising amount of control over the nature of E, . R 
will denote the ring H*(&), and Ial the degree of a homogeneous element of R. The rank of 
T is r. 
First take the case S = 0. We will show thatf(cp, 2) = e(X) by showing that P(Xr) = 
(1 - tq+‘)(l - Pf’)(l - ,I)_‘. 
First take p < 4 and look at the spectral sequence (E,) of the filtration Xr --+ B,. By the 
evenness of H*(B,), the generators u and v of H “(X) and H’(X) are transgressive. Further, 
neither of the transgressions a and b of u and v can be zero. (If both a and b were zero, then 
the spectral sequence would collapse, P(E,) would have pole of order r, and F(T) would be 
nonempty by 2.3. If one of a OP b were zero, then it is easy to see that P(E,) would have pole 
of order r - 1, so that by 2.3 S would be nonempty.) 
The E, term of the spectral sequence must be zero except in rows zero and q. Row 
zero is R/(a, b), and row q is z v @ ((a : b)/(a)). Then 
P(Xr) = P(E,) 2 P(row q of E,) = tq[P((a : 6)) - P((a))l, 
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Let d be the gcd of a and b in R and write a = cd and b = de. Then (a : b) = (c), so 
P(X,) 2 tyttc - f’“l)(l - t2j-r 
It is easy to see that this has pole of order r - 1, unless it is zero. But by 2.3 and the 
hypothesis S = 0, P(X,) must have pole of order <r - 2. Therefore we must have ICI = Ial ; 
that is, a and b must have no common factors in R, and row 4 of E, is zero. 
Therefore p((a, b)) = Wa)) + P((b)) - !‘((a) n (6)) = p((a)) + P((@) - P((u~)) 
= [P’ + t Ibl _ tl”l+l”l](l _ *2)-r, 
and 
P(R/(a, 6)) = P(R) - P((a, 6)) = (1 - t’“‘)(l - t’“‘)(l - t2)-r. 
But Ial =p + 1, 161 =q+ 1, so 
P(X,) = P(E,) = P(Rj(a, b)) = (I - P”)(I - t’*‘)(l - t’)-‘. 
When p = q or p > q, the argument is entirely similar and will be left to the reader. 
This finishes the case S = 0. 
Now we treat the case S # 0. We have the cohomology exact sequence 
H*( X& P(S& H*(( X - S),) -+ H*( X,)5 N*(S,) 
which yields 
P((X - S),) = P(kerj*) + tP(cokerj*). 
We will find P((X - S),) essentially by finding j *. Note that by 2.3, P((X - S),) must have 
pole of order I r - 2, and so in turn ker( j*) and coker(j*) must have poles of order 
St--2. 
First look at the spectral sequence of ,I’,- -+ B, . The generators u and v of HP(X) and 
Hq(X) transgress to a and 6. As before, let d be the gcd of a and b and write a = cd, b = de. 
For a # 0 and p < q, the E, term is shown in Fig. 1. 
(I - 0 0 (c>/(a) ~ 
0 L- R/b, 6) 
FIG. 1. E&Y,) 
For other cases (p < q and a = 0, or p = q, or p > q) the E, term can again be put in this 
form, possibly by interchanging p and q, u and t’, etc. (For the case p = q, the row p of 
E,(X,) is (eu - cc)/(btl - au). It will be seen that this is sufficiently like the form of Fig. 1 
for our purposes.) 
Now let us look at S,. Let i = 1, . . . , IL Let Fi = F(Ui) - Spi x S4’. S is the disjoint 
union of the compact spaces Fi. We wish to look at the spectral sequence of (Fi)T -+ B,. 
Because Ui acts trivially on Fi, we have an action of T/U, on Fi. Note that T/U, z S’. The 
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homomorphism T+ T/Ui commutes with the actions on Fi, so we have a commuting 
diagram of fibrations 
I ! 
B(T) /I , B(vUi). 
The (ring) generators of H*(F,) are transgressive in both spectral sequences, and 
transgression commutes with induced maps. Let hi be a generator of HZ(B(T/Ui)); let 
gi =fi*(hi). Then the transgressions of the generators of H*(F,) in the spectral sequence of 
(Fi)T -+ B, must be in the subring of H*(B(T)) generated by gi. 
Note that if we interpret gi as an element of H’(T), which in turn is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of the dual space of the Lie algebra of T, we find that gi is a linear functional which 
defines the subtorus Ui of T. 
Now let us take pi < qi for the moment. If ui, the generator of HP’(Fi), has nonzero 
transgression in the spectral sequence of (Fi), + B,, then, up to a scalar factor, it trans- 
gresses togi”. Since L:~, the generator of W*(F,), must transgress into thesubringof H*(B(T)) 
generated by gi, it is easy to see that E, must be as shown in Fig. 2. 
cll - u,O Rl(gi”) ___ 
0 ’ - R/b,“) 
FIG. 2. &,((FI)T) 
On the other hand, if ui has zero transgression, then ci must have nonzero transgres- 
sion, namely gist, where si = (qi + 1)/2, up to a scalar multiple. (If both transgressions were 
zero, F(T) would be nonempty by 2.3.) Then E,((F,),) is nonzero only in rows zero and pi; 
row zero is R/(g,“,) and row pi is ui @ R/(gf’). By interchanging pi and qi, ri and si , ui and 
vi, we can consider this to be the same as Fig. 2. (This interchange is what makes it 
impossible to identify ri from knowledge of the Fi, as was explained immediately after the 
statement of this lemma.) Similarly for pi = qi, we can consider E,((Fi)T) to be given by 
Fig. 2. 
We can now considerj* : H*(X,) -+ H*(S,) = @ H*((F,),) to be a map from Fig. I to 
the direct sum of 11 copies, i = 1, . . . , II, of Fig. 2. 
Note that in each E, there is only one nonzero entry in each total degree, since y and 
the qi are all odd. Therefore we don’t have to worry about the relation between H*(X,) and 
H*(S,) and their associated gradeds. 
For convenience, let 
Q, = j* 1 Hodd(XT) = j*I top row of E,(X,) 
Y = j* 1 lfcvcn(XT) = j* 1 bottom row of E,(X,). 
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We have already mentioned that because P((X - S),) has pole of order <r - 2, P(kerj*) 
and P(cokerj*) must have poles of order 5 r - 2. It follows that the Poincare series of ker 
and coker of @ and Y must have poles of order ir - 2. 
Consider first Y. Y is the map 
Ri(a, 6) -+ Ri(g,“) 8 * * * 8 RKg,‘“) 
given by 
[II + PI 0 *-* 0 [II, 
by the commutativity of 
!H*(X,) i’ H*(S,) 
Consider now 
hyo 
R-R/(g;‘) 0.. .O R/(g:) 
where the vertical map is the quotient map and ‘I”, is the obvious map making the diagram 
commute. Then 
ker(Y’,) = (gr”) n . . . n (92) = (9,” a. * g,“‘), 
since the gi’s are distinct primes. Then P(im Ye) = (1 - r2(r’+“‘*‘U))(1 - t’)-‘, so 
P(coker Y) =P(coker Y,,) = [(l - t”l) + ... + (1 - tzrU) - (1 - r2(r1+‘..+rU))](l - t2)-r 
and we find easily that 
(3.3) limP(coker Y)(l - t*)‘-* = Cicjrirj. 
Also, ker Y = (ker Y,)/(a, b), so 
P(ker ‘j’) = f’(ker \y,) - P((a, b)) = [t2(‘1+...+‘“) - (tl”l + tlbl - tl’l+l*l-l’l)](l _ I~)-~, 
where we recall that d is the gcd of a and b. It is easy to see that because P(ker Y) must have 
pole of order _< r - 2, we must have 2(r, + . . . + r,) = Id/. And, taking this value of Idl, we 
find 
(3.4) lim P(ker Y)(l - t*)‘-* = (rl + * . . + r,Y + rosa - (r. 4 so)(rl + . . . + r”), 
where r. = (p + 1)/2, so = (q + 1)/2, rosa = e(X). 
Now look at 0. We will show that 0 is in fact a monomorphism. Let Oi be @ followed 
by the projection of H*(S,) onto H*((FJ,). Then Di may be regarded as a map 
@i: (W-4 + R/h,“> 
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which increases degree by q - qi. Let CD,(c) = _yi + (siri). Then clearly 
ker(Qi) = [c(g,” : xi)]/(a). 
By 3.2, (gi’& : xi) = (gi”‘), where 0 I ici 5 ri. Then 
ker(@) = ker(@,) n .a. n ker(0,) 
= {c . ((9, “1) n * * . n (gtiw=)I]/(a) 
= (C-g,“’ . *. * . g,“-)/(a), 
since the gi’s are distinct primes. Thus 
P(ker 0,) = [+-l+2(w!+.. +&‘u) _ ,t”‘](f _ r?)-r+ 
This has pole of order r - 1 unless JaJ = ICI -t- 2(w, + a-* + ,v,,) and P(ker @) is zero. Since 
P(ker CD) must have pole of order <r - 2, we must have ]a/ = [cl + 2(w, + . .. + w,) and Q, 
must bea monomorphism. Since we have /al = {cl + Id], we get Id] = 2()v, + . * - -t wU). But we 
found previously that [c/l = 2(r, + * *. + r,,), so we must have rri = ri, i = 1, . . , , II. The fact 
that Oi(c) = .xi + (g:‘) in R/(g:‘) defines a map from (c)/(a) into R/(g:i) implies that 
g:’ I dxi Since (g:’ : Xi) = (girl), gi ,+‘~i, SO 9:’ 1 d. Since Jd] = 2(r, + . * . + rU), we know that 
up to a rational factor, 
(3.5) [/ = g,‘l . . . . . g”‘“. 
Note. We should point out that this last equation is of interest in itself: it says that (in 
the case F(T) = @) the corank one subtori that have fixed points, as well as a partial descrip- 
tion of the fixed point sets, are given by the prime factorization of the gcd of the transgres- 
sions of the generators of H*(Xr). 
Using the fact that Q, is a monomorphism and our expression for Jd], it is easy to calcu- 
late 
P(coker 0) = P(codomain @) - P(domain 0) 
= CiP(tOp row Of E,((Fi)r)) - P(tOp row Of &(X7,)) 
= (&[rQ(f - rZ”>] - rq($I - +“I)}(] - ,2)-r 
= {&[rqt(f _ +)] _ rq+lol-ldl(f _ +‘I)>(1 _ t2)-r 
and we find lim P(coker (o)(l - t2ye2 = 
(3.6) (J.0 + s&r* f -*. + r,) - + C ri2 - X Ti si - =j(rl + . * a + rJ2 
where Si = (qi + 1)/2. Adding together (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6), we get the conclusion of Lemma 
3.1. 
Note. Suppose we pick some i and look at F, = F(Ui) - S”’ x S”, with m and n odd. 
Suppose we want to find out which of the two possibilities (m + I)/2 or (n + 1)/2 is the 
number Ti which appears in the statement of Lemma 3.1. By the discussion associated with 
Fig. 2, this depends only on which of the two ring generators of H*(Fi) transgresses to zero 
in the spectral sequence of (FJa, + B,, where S’ has the action from S’ = TILli. 
Proof of 1.2. We have (I,, . . . , U, the identity components of the corank one isotropy 
subgroups and U,, 1, . . . , LJ, the identity components of the corank two isotropy subgroups. 
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Denote these H,, . , HU and K,, . . , 17, respectively. We have F( Hi) = Spi x S9’ and 
ri = (pi + 1)/2. S = ui,,F(Hi). By 2.4, we have 
(3.7) f’(cp 1 x - s, 2) = c;= * f(cp I F(K”) - s, 2). 
By 3.1, 
f(qI X- .S,2)=e(X) -IY=,eF(Hi) +Ei+jr;rj. 
We can also apply 3.1 to each term on the right side of 3.7, since each F(K,) is itself (coho- 
mologically) a product of two odd spheres. Now, the identity components of corank one 
isotropy subgroups of the restricted action cp 1 F(K,) are just those Hi’s which include K, . (To 
see this, suppose ,Y E F(K,) n F(H), where H has corank one. Then x E F(H. K,). If 
K, 4 H, then H * K, = T, which contradicts the hypothesis F(T) = 0.) Note that if Hi 2 K, , 
then F(H,, F(K,, X)) = F(Hi, X). Thus 
j‘(cpIF(K,)-S,2)=eF(K,,)-~,i2,,,eF(Hi) +Z{rirjIi#j; Hi, I-IjZ K,]. 
Putting this in (3.7), we see that we need to show that 
E,,, i-cjrirj = Zz=, [I(rirjIi#j; Hi, Hj 2 K,}]. 
But, first of all, by the note after the proof of 3. I, the symbol ri stands for the same number 
on both sides. Secondly, we claim that for any pair i #j, there is exactly one II such that Hi 
and Hi 2 h/, . 
To see this, let K = (Hi A Hi)‘. This is of corank two; we have only to show that it is 
one of the K,,‘s; that is, that it is the identity component of some isotropy subgroup. We 
know that F(K) $ F(H,), since F(K) 2 F(H,). For X- # i, F(K) $ F(H,), since if F(H,) 2 
F(K) 2 F(H,) # 0, then we have F(H, . Hi) = F(H,) # /zl and H, . Hi = T, contrary to 
the hypothesis F(T) = 0. Since there are a finite number of Hk, since F(K) $ any F(H,), and 
since we are dealing with connected cohomology manifolds, it follows that F(K) is not 
contained in S = u F(H,). Take x E F(K) - S. Clearly K = (Tr,)‘. 
We have almost finished the proof of 1.2. We have proven the formula of 1.2, with the 
sums taken over the identity components of isotropy subgroups of coranks one or two. We 
wish to show that this implies the theorem as stated, with the sums taken over general 
subtori of coranks one or two. This fact, as well as our comment (immediately before the 
statement of 1.4) that the summations in 1.2 and 1.3 need only be taken over distinguished 
subtori of coranks one and two, will follow from the following two lemmas. Since we intend 
these to apply to 1.3 as well as 1.2, we do not assume F(T) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose T acts on X - S p x S 9, p and q odd. If H is a corank one subtorus 
of T with eF(H) - eF(T) # 0, then H is distinguished. If K is a corank two subtorus of T with 
(3.9) eF(K) - eF(T) - CHzK[eF(H) - eF(T)] 
nonzero, then K is distinguished. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose T acts on A’ - S p x S9, p and q odd. Then a subtorus of T is 
distinguished if and only if it is the identity component of some isotropy subgroup. 
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Proof of 3.8. The statement for corank one subtori will be left to the reader. Suppose 
that K is a corank two subtorus such that (3.9) is nonzero. We must certainly have F(K) # 
F(T). Suppose that there is a corank one subtorus H 1 K in Twith F(H) = F(K). If H’ were 
another corank one subtorus with F(T) s F(H’) c F(K) = F(H), we would have F(T) = 
F(H. H’) 2 F(H’) 2 F(T), which is impossible; thus H is the only corank one subtorus 
which includes K and has F(H) # F(T). This shows that (3.9) is zero, a contradiction.There- 
fore F(H) 5 F(K) for each corank one H with H 2 K, so K is distinguished. 
Proof of 3.10. It is easy to see that the identity component of an isotropy subgroup 
must be distinguished. On the other hand, suppose K is a distinguished subtorus. Let 
L,, . . . . Lt be the identity components of isotropy subgroups of points in F(K). We have 
KG Li for all i. We claim K = Li for some i. Suppose not. For all i, K s Li, so, since K is 
distinguished, F(K) 3 F(Li). Since we are dealing with connected (cohomology) manifolds, 
we get F(K) 2 u F(Li). Take x E F(K) - u F(L,). Clearly K = (T,)‘. 
Proof of 1.4. Let C be the ineffective kernel. Let H denote a general distinguished sub- 
torus of corank one, let K denote a general distinguished subtorus of corank two, and let L 
denote a general distinguished subtorus of corank either one or two. Let M = (n L)‘. We 
want to show M = Co. 
It is easy to see that M 2 Co, since if L g Co, then L . Co is a subtorus which strictly 
includes L, but F(L * Co) = F(L), contrary to the fact that L is distinguished. 
To complete the first part of the theorem, we want to show ME C; that is, M acts 
trivially on X. First consider the case F(T) = 0. Let Y = F(M). We want to show that 
Y = X. We must have Y - S’ x S’, i and j odd, and by equation (1.6) of [3], we may take 
i I p and j I q. Then e(Y) I e(X), and if e( Y) = e(X), we must have dim (Y) = dim (X), so 
Y = X. (This is where we need X to be orientable.) 
Since M is contained in any L, we must have that the distinguished subtori L of corank 
one and two of the action of Ton X and on Y are the same, and F(L, X) = F(L, Y). Applying 
1.2 to the actions on X and Y we get 
e(X) - C, eF(H) = &[eF(K) - I:H2h.eF(H)] 
e(Y) - &eF(H) = C,[eF(K) - C112K eF(H)]. 
Thus e(X) = e(Y) and X = Y. 
In case F(T) f 0, we cannot use 1.2. However, the arguments described in section four 
show that 
dim (X) - dim F(T) = &[dim F(H) - dim F(T)]. 
(This equality is also given by a theorem of Bore1 ([l), p. 182), if we further assume that X is 
first-countable. The argument described in section four gives this equality without further 
assumptions.) An argument like the one in the case F(T) = 0 shows that (n H)* acts 
trivially, so certainly M = (n L)O acts trivially. This finishes the proof of the first part of 1.4. 
For the second part of 1.4, take x E X, and let Y = F(T,‘). Let cp I Y be the action of T 
on Y. The identity component of the ineffective kernel of rp 1 Y is easily seen to be T,‘. There- 
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fore, by the first part of the theorem, TX0 is the identity component of the intersection of the 
distinguished subtori of coranks one and two of cp 1 Y. But it is easy to see that these are she 
distinguished subtori of corank one and two of cp which contain rro. This finishes the proof 
of 1.4. 
$4. DESCRIE’TIOS OF WOFtK ON COSJECTIXIE 1.3 
As before, we have a torus Taction cp on X - Sp x Sq,pandqodd.TakeF=F(T,X) 
and S = {x E XI corank (Tro) I 11. To prove conjecture 1.3, it will be enough to determine 
f(v, 1 X - S, 2). We expect that f(q J X - S, 2) will equal e(X) - e(F) - C[e(F(U)) - e(F)] 
plus certain “junk” terms which correspond to the term ~i~j’i’j in Lemma 3.1. (Here U 
runs over the identity components of the corank one isotropy subgroups.) 
We calculate P((X - S),) by calculatingj* in the exact sequence 
H*((X - F& H*((S - F)T) + H*((X - S),) + H*((X - F)& H*((S - F)T). 
We calculate H*((X - I+) from the exact sequence 
H*(X& H*(F,) --) H’((X - F)T) 3 H*(X& H*(F,), 
and, since S - F is the disjoint union of the F(U) - F, we can calculate H*((S - F),) from 
the exact sequences 
H*(F(U),)%H*(F,) -+ H*((F(U) - F)T) + H*(F(U),)%H*(F,). 
At each stage, we use the various bounds that 2.3 puts on the orders of the poles of the 
various Poincart series. It turns out that the mapsjO* and&* are monomorphisms, so that 
we can write down the map j*: H*((X- F)=) -+ H*((S - F)=) in quite an exphcit form. 
However, we have been able to calculate the Poincare series of ker(j*) and coker(j*) only 
in the case in which the subtori U are independent in the sense that the corresponding ele- 
ments go E H’(T) EC H’(B,) are independent. Thus conjecture 1.3 has been proven in this 
very special case, but the general case seems to require a great deal of analysis of the behavior 
of the Poincare series of graded modules. The author will be happy to send any interested 
reader a more detailed writeup of the work described above. 
In conclusion, let us note an important point in which the approach taken here differs 
from that of the original proof of Borei’s Theorem. In Borel’s proof, one first uses the 
exact sequence of the pair (X, F) to find H*(X - F), and then calculates H*((X - J”)~) 
using the spectral sequence of (X - F)T -+ B,. This succeeds in Borel’s case, because both X 
and F are spheres, so there is only one possibility for H*(X - F). However, in more com- 
plicated cases, one cannot calculate H*(X - F) merely from the exact sequence of the 
pair (X, F). Roughly what we have done instead is first calculated H*(X,) and H*(FT> from 
the spectral sequences of Xr -+ BT and FT -+ B,, and then used the exact sequence of the 
pair (X,, FT) to calculate H*(X, - FT) = H*((X - F)T). The reason for the relative success 
of this method is very roughly that there may be many ways to embed F in X purely as 
topological spaces, but there are many fewer ways to make F the fixed point set of a torus 
action on X. And, of course, the same things hold for S = {x E X 1 corank(T,‘) < k} in 
place of F. 
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